ST. MARY’S HOME FOR CHILDREN
PQI QUARTERLY REPORT
First Quarter: January-March 2018
Introduction: The PQI Quarterly Report provides an overview of our PQI Committee accomplishments.
The Committees are an important element of the many PQI processes in place. This Report is shared with
staff, the Board of Directors and stakeholders via the agency website. It is only a review. More detailed
information can be obtained by contacting a member of a committee, or by reviewing meeting minutes.

Executive Note: Our PQI Committees and processes continue to lead to positive changes at the agency.
Our youth are finding their voice due to their involvement in the interview process. Our CERT/Safety
committee has taken additional safety measures in the main building at the recommendation of a North
Providence Police representative. LGBTQQ+ resources are prominently displayed in all houses, the
school, main building and the white house. We held our first Affirmative Action Plan training for all
supervisory staff. The Social Emotional Learning initiative is in full swing at the school. These are just a
few of the accomplishments that you will learn about as you read this document.
PQI Note: This has been a very successful quarter, with notably improved year-end reporting and
multiple concrete achievements throughout the agency. Anyone who missed the Strategic Plan progress
report presentation in March can contact the PQI Coordinator/Director of Operations to obtain the 2017
Annual PQI Report packet. We re-assessed and made minor revisions to our overall PQI Plan, and
continue to use data to drive decisions far beyond the committee process. Please consider joining a
committee to help shape the exciting changes taking place!
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Residential & School Programs Discharge Data Overview…
Residential (2)
100% (2) to families (1 reunification; 1 kinship foster care), planned, entered BBI Aftercare Program.
Shelter (7)
% 43 (3) to families (1 reunification; 1 kinship foster care; 1 foster care), all planned;
% 43 (3) to higher level of care, in-state congregate care, all planned;
% 14 (1) AWOL, unplanned
ARTS (7)
% 70 (5) to families (3 to reunification; 1 to a relative; 1 to other biological family), all planned;
% 30 (2) to lower level of care (both to congregate care, in-state), both planned.
School (0)
BBI Aftercare Program (2)
100% have maintained stable residence, housing and school to date.
Agency-wide observations: Only one unplanned discharge during the quarter is a positive.
Data Source: Clinical RTX and School Notice of Change Forms
Goals: Continue to track and report data, expanding where it is reported and where it is used to help drive
decisions over time.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: N/A
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Critical Incident Review xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Residential Clinicians conducted the first series of Trauma Informed Care (TIC) trainings for all
units and the school, and the Residential Clinical Director has done two Collaborative ProblemSolving trainings. These trainings will be conducted twice yearly and are a component of our
action plan to better meet the needs of high acuity youth.
• Members of residential leadership reviewed the Escort Policy and provided training in the proper
use of escort to 31 residential staff members during the quarter.
• An Action Plan regarding becoming a restraint free agency was drafted, and Youth Council
addressed concerns about the initiative. Youth and Staff from each house worked on drafts of
pledges to be used daily in the houses to reinforce the importance of living in a safe environment.
• Nationally recognized trainer Charlie Appelstein was booked to conduct a motivational training
on-campus our for all direct services staff.
• The practice of having every new young person complete a Youth Connection Scale was
introduced in the quarter. This helps us learn about important people in their lives who can serve
as resources for them.
• Debriefings January =80%; February = 89%; March = 70%

Residential
Restraint Rate
Day Student
Restraint Rate
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Goals:
• Continue to improve occurrence of debriefing after physical restraints
• Finalize Restraint-free action plan and begin implementation
• Executive Director and Clinical Director to meet with Horton Youth and Staff to develop a plan
for better meeting the needs of our young people
• Complete remaining Collaborative Problem-Solving trainings in initial series
• Finalize pledges for each house
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

CERT / Safety Committee xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• NP Police Community Resource Lieutenant Scaramuzzo attended the February Committee
Meeting, and provided information about active shooter protocols and the ALICE program which
offers training programs to schools.
• The Lieutenant also made suggestions on how to improve safety/security in the main building.
Based on the recommendations, the front entrance of the main building was modified, including
the installation of a camera, and keeping the foyer door closed and locked. Visitors and guests
now need to be buzzed in, making the entire main building securely locked 24/7.
• St. Mary’s now has a formal agreement with The Franciscan Missionaries of Mary to use their
facilities as a part of our Business Continuity Plan during long-term power outages; and the
ability to use their parking lot as an evacuation location in the event of a campus-wide
emergency.
• Repairs to School, Harding, and Hills heating systems were completed.
• Repairs to sprinkler system in the kitchen are complete.
• Maintained 100% compliance with monthly testing of the One-Call Alert system.
Goals
• Continue to work on developing an Active Shooter/Intruder trainings. We are exploring training
options through FEMA, the ALICE Program, and RI School Safety.
• We will be setting up a comprehensive campus walkthrough with the Lieutenant to ensure the
Police are aware of our property nuances and to help identify risk areas in each building.
• Continue to work on setting up protective equipment supply stations in convenient locations
across the campus.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
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Survey Committee xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement: Detailed action plans are available (see Ex. Dir. or Dir. of Operations)
• Human resources:
o Open positions are emailed to all St. Mary’s employees on a weekly basis.
o Day 2 of Orientation (training day) is scheduled every other month. We schedule Day 1
when it is determined we have enough participants.
• PQI:
o The PQI Plan was reviewed and revised 1/29/2018;
o The Annual PQI Scorecard and related annual reports (Initiatives and Action Plans; RTX
and School Critical Incident Data; RTX DCYF Physical Restraint; RTX, School and
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ARTS Discharge Data) were presented and distributed at the 3/15/18 Strategic Plan
Progress Report presentation;
o A short “Did You Know” informational piece highlighting one aspect of the PQI Plan
was sent for the monthly Employee Newsletter each month, and was published once;
o The PQI Flow Chart was presented at 2 department meetings.
• Communication:
o The Executive Director held an open forum on March 15. This forum was well publicized
resulting in 10 staff members attending.
o Email etiquette and the importance of responding was reinforced in Leadership meetings
and in the monthly agency newsletter in February.
o A general staff meeting was held on February 21st and was well attended. The February
newsletter contained a summary of the meeting.
o In an effort to assess if new employees are comfortable with using our email system, the
Executive Administrative Assistant started sending a “Welcome Email” to new
employees with a read receipt. The email includes a welcome and 3 attachments (2018
Holiday Schedule, Staff Email Address and Telephone Lists). The first email was sent in
February to 12 employees, and in March to 6 employees. We do not have enough data
yet to make a thorough assessment, and will report in the coming months.
• Continue with/Phase Two of Youth Voice and Choice:
o Youth Council was expanded to include all Houses;
o Four youth were trained in interviewing potential employees, and participated in
Goals:
interviews during the quarter.
• Continue annual surveying, assessing, formal recommendations, assignment of
responsibility, and monitoring / reporting of the action plans put in place.
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Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

Staff Relations xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• We were able to acknowledge 5 staff members for starfish awards, for going above and beyond
this quarter.
• The Staff appreciation for this quarter included hot chocolate for January, heart shaped chocolate
lollipops for February and $1 scratch ticket with chocolate coins for March. We also did our
quarterly raffle in March. The 1st prize was a plant with a $25 gift card, 2nd prize was movie
tickets and candy, 3rd prize was $20 gift card and 4th was five $1 scratch tickets.
• We sent sympathy cards, get well flowers and get well cards to employees during the quarter.
Goals:
• Improve and maintain morale through staff recognition in all departments.
• The committee continues to have monthly raffles, or surprises to show appreciation for all that
our team members do.
• The committee is always thinking of fun activities for staff to do after work hours.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

Wellness Committee xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• The Committee gained a new member, bringing total membership to 11 representing all
departments.
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•
•
•
•
•
Goals:
•
•
•
•

The book club met all three months of this quarter, with 6 staff members regularly engaging in
the book club dinner and discussion on the last Wednesday of the month.
SHRI Yoga is offering yoga for our staff members on Tuesday from 12-1pm, this is a free
program.
Wellness/sensory baskets were distributed for staff in residential Houses and direct care
departments, offering staff some calming tools.
Continuing with chair massage’s being offered by Cheryl Greathouse.
The Committee brought in Choki, Buddhist Meditation, for a series of 5 meditation lunch hours
for staff.
2nd Day Orientation Training for new employees includes a Wellness training.

To have consistent representation on this committee by the school;
Employee breaks and breakroom;
Solidify a plan to replenish sensory items for staff;
Bringing programs/trainings to staff especially direct care, at their staff meeting changing the
culture.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

LGBTQQ+ Committee xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Continued attending statewide SOGIE/ LGBTQQI task force meetings;
• Slight increase in membership and consistent attendance;
• Decorated 8 bulletin boards across campus displaying LGBTQQ+ resources/materials;
• LGBTQQ+ training was added as an annual requirement for all employees under our training
Standards of Excellence;
• Created a plan to develop a training schedule for 2018 to accommodate direct care staff needs;
• Finalized the LGBTQQ+ training PowerPoint for Relias, to be used as a last resort for employees
who cannot attend an in-person training;
• Agency wide SOGIE policy was written, reviewed, edited and is ready for final approval.
Goals:
• Standardize client documentation across all programs and departments to be all inclusive;
• Increase size of the committee;
• Ensure that each department is represented on committee;
• Obtain BCBS safe zone certification as a part of the LGBTQQ+ Strategic Plan goal;
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
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Risk Preventionxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• In January and February, all 10 employee ‘leads’ in the Business Continuity Plan attended a
training, and were tasked with training their back-ups and writing down critical information for
reference;
• The first annual Affirmative Action training was held in conjunction with a Supervisory Training,
at which we had nearly 100% participation;
• Changes with regard to employment postings took place including introduction of Spanish
speaking radio advertisements and strengthened language in all print ads;
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•
•
•

All vendors were mailed our Affirmative Action statement per the plan;
Policy ADM-001 Care for Clients in need was reviewed and approved with no changes by the
Board Finance subcommittee;
Two pet applications were received and reviewed, however no new approvals were granted as of
the quarter’s end;

Goals:
• Facilitate having the Employee Guidebook finalized and distributed;
• Assess annual Affirmative Action Plan data, and consult with our attorney to determine if
changes are needed;
• Continue working to minimize agency risks, and monitor the agency BCP and AA Plans.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

Youth Councilxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Youth have developed a set of interview questions, and started to participate in second interviews
of potential residential milieu employees;
• Youth presented at St. Mary’s strategic plan;
• Youth raised money for a school activities event;
• Youth are working on improving/editing the Restraint Reduction/Elimination action plan
• Youth are working on the Media/Entertainment policy clarifying “PG-14 and TV-14”
Goals:
• Youth Council will write policy/procedure for handling grievances;
• Youth Council will participate in modified TCI training and help with Training new staff;
• Youth will become ambassadors to new youth coming in.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
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PQI xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Eight pages of the website were updated during the quarter, with only one section remaining on
the changes list;
• The committee planned a PQI Membership drive “scavenger hunt” as an engaging way to get
staff more information about the various PQI committees. It will be held at the onset of the
upcoming quarter;
• The Residential Discharge Satisfaction Surveys (one for parents & one for youth) practice was
extended to include day student youth and parents, put into policy & procedure format with
revised surveys. These were distributed for implementation on the first day of the upcoming
quarter.
• A concrete plan was put in place for working with PQI Committees to strengthen or help
accomplish their goals, decrease redundancy and/or fine tune their PQI Quarterly Reports.
Goals:
• Continue to monitor the PQI committee structure, assist committees when needed and facilitate
continual improvement agency-wide.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued:
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Residential & School Improvement xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Membership has improved over the last three months, and school employees have brought great
ideas to use in collaboration with the residential program;
• The ‘standards’ of Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), which is in daily use in the school, were
introduced in residential Houses;
• A “Conscious Discipline” training by Becky Bailey, PhD and award-winning author, renowned
teacher and internationally recognized expert in childhood education and developmental
psychology was scheduled for school and residential employees (5/25/18);
Goals:
• To eliminate/reduce the use of physical intervention and increase an understanding of trauma
within the residential and school programs.
• To explore ways to better implement the PBIS model in the residential Houses.
Goals on hold/delayed/discontinued:
• Zones of Regulation and ticket plans previously discussed are on hold.

Residential and School Admissions xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

The Horton and Hope houses are now at full capacity, and the ARTS program and Hills
Assessment & Stabilization Center have been full on a consistent basis as well. We’ve had a
steady stream of referrals for the ARTS program and all DCYF funded programs during this
quarter.
We received 26 referrals for the ARTS program this quarter:
o 8 of those referrals were admitted;
o 11 were withdrawn because they went to another ARTS or DCYF funded program, had
changes in their hospital discharge plan, or no longer needed the ARTS LOC.
17 referrals for the Horton/Hope houses were received during this quarter:
o 4 were admitted;
o 8 were withdrawn or denied. The referrals were withdrawn or denied due to several
reasons including level of medical needs, parent not wanting youth in our program due
our location and the youth’s elopement risk, high acuity/safety risks, youth not meeting
criteria, and not special education qualified.
We received 3 referrals for the Mauran house:
o 1 was admitted;
o 1 was withdrawn due to having found an alternate placement, and 1 was denied due to a
pending CPS investigation.
The Hills Assessment & Stabilization Center received 10 referrals and admitted all 10 into the
program. There were no denials during this quarter.
Our Campus School received 6 referrals, 5 of those referrals were admitted and 1 was withdrawn
due parent wanting to keep child within their school district.
The Admissions Committee continues to meet weekly to review referrals and possible discharges
for the residential program.
DRAFT

Goals:
• Effective April 1st we will work on decreasing the length of time between the days a RTX referral
is received and when a disposition is sent back to DCYF. The goal is for the intake coordinator to
send the disposition to DCYF within 2-3 business days.
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Additionally, we will work on decreasing the length of time between the day the disposition is
sent and the date an interview and/or tour/meeting with the youth/family is scheduled. Again, the
goal is 2-3 business days after the disposition is sent to schedule the interview/tour.
• Continue assessing and improving data reporting each quarter through all of 2018.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
•

Outpatient Intake xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• All new clients starting with Outpatient services this quarter were entered into our new electronic
system Best Notes.
• The length of time between referral and case assignment for office based clients’ ranges from a
few days to 4 weeks. Factors that impact this timeframe include client availability (later times are
harder to fill as staff are currently booked with after school appointments) and insurances
(commercial insurances as harder to fill as staff credentialed with commercial insurances are
limited). Current clients transitioning from home based/residential services are a priority, and
often get assigned within the week.
• EOS continues to see a steady stream of referrals. The program is currently servicing 18 clients
and is full.
• CFTT is currently serving 6 families, with one on the waitlist.
• The STAAR Program is currently serving a total of 22 clients, 10 through VOCA funding and 12
through our new DCYF contract.
• Outpatient Support Program (OSP) is currently serving 6 clients and has openings.
• Supporting Adoptive and Foster Families Everywhere (SAFFE) is currently serving 11 clients,
with 2 on the waitlist in need of consents.
• Clinical groups: Hope for Healing women’s trauma survivors group continues on a weekly basis
with a core group of participants, and a FISA Group started this quarter with 6 participants.
• NOTE: some data may be slightly skewed due to the transition from paper to electronic data.
Goals:
• Fill current vacant positions for our home based services in order to keep up with referrals and
ensure we are within contract/at capacity.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
DRAFT

Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports; Social Emotional
Learningxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• Social Emotional Learning (SEL) groups are occurring regularly, and classroom teachers support
the initiative throughout the week.
• We are in the second round of the five anchor Social Emotional Learning Competencies for
School and Life Success. (Self-Awareness; Self-Management; Social Awareness; Relationship
Skills and Responsible Decision Making)
• The PBIS Team Leader position has been filled (new PE Teacher)
• The new PE Teacher is overseeing the data collection, input and report printouts for SWIS data
Goals:
• SEL supporting activities conducted by teachers and classroom staff will continue.
• To use the SWIS data at meetings such as IEP meetings during the fourth quarter.
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Share information regarding SEL and PBIS with residential supervisors for continuity between
the school and residential program (regularly scheduled meetings with the school administrators
and the clinician and supervisor for the three houses that have students in the campus school).
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
•

Residential Audits (ARTS, Shelter, Residential) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• The revised 7 Day Initial Treatment Plan was implemented on 1/3/2018.
• A system for billing for Assessment and Stabilization Center clients was implemented in early
January, 2018.
• In continued efforts to improve timeliness of documentation and in preparation for Active
Contact Management by DCYF over our contracted residential programs, an action plan was
implemented during the quarter.
o A tracking form for all key clinical documents (treatment plans, assessments, required
standardized testing, progress and supervision notes, PPS and ICMP’s etc.) was created
and implemented March 1, 2018 in the record keeping department. Each document is
tracked upon receipt, and the Executive Director and Residential Clinical Director have
access to the one binder in which all forms are kept to monitor and assess continued
improvement efforts.
Goals: Continue efforts to improve timeliness of documents in record.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued:
DRAFT

Outpatient Audits (EOS, VOCA, STAAR, Office Based)xxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• An “Assessment Addendum” for use at one-year into services, and as a systemic solution to
transfer of service cases, was implemented on 1/12/2018.
• Standardized tools were assessed, and the “Rating Scale of Impairment” tool was selected for a
pilot in the upcoming quarter.
• In lieu of the quarterly audit, permission was granted to focus the quarter on the transition of
clients into the new electronic record storage system. Employees, interns and supervisors of
independent consultants were met with beginning on January 17 (and multiple dates throughout
the quarter), with upwards of 60 clients being entered.
• Additional meetings took place through the quarter, all focused at the transition. Topics assessed
and resolved included caseload lists; number of open clients in each program; clients served in
2018 who will not be entered into new system; merging paper and electronic demographic data so
that at year-end all clients served can be appropriately reported; created a document for paper
record storage and a standard note for the electronic storage system to ensure any request for
information (at any point in time) will be responded to with client information; and to generally
preserve the integrity and safe storage of all client records.
Goals:
• Continue developing consistent procedures and practices for successful implementation of the
new system;
• Continue to work toward having all records up-to-date with all key clinical documents at all
times.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: N/A
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Consumer Satisfaction Surveys xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Shepherd Outpatient Programsxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• 15 Outcome Questionnaires were examined this quarter.
• All 15 outcome questionnaires returned by clients this quarter revealed 100% satisfaction with
their therapist/case manager, 100% satisfaction with Shepherd staff in general and 100% with the
treatment/case management services they received.
• All 15 indicated they would re-contact the agency if they were in need of counseling/services
again.
• 14 respondents indicated that they would recommend our services to others.
• 14 participants reported “agree” and/or “strongly agree” to statements relating to experiencing
improvement in symptoms, understanding symptoms, skills to cope with symptoms, parenting
skills to help their child with symptoms, and accessing clinical appointments.
Goals:
• Program Director to explore access to Outcome Questionnaire via Survey Monkey in an effort to
increase the number of returned surveys.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

Shepherd Families Impacted by Sexual Abuse (FISA)xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• 2 FISA Satisfaction surveys were examined this quarter. Data is being collected to explore topics
participants find helpful; however, nothing significant has been gathered at this point given the
small number of completed surveys.
• 100% of participants indicated that they were satisfied with the way they were treated by
Shepherd staff; they would re-contact us in the future if needed; they would recommend our
services to others; and they would be interested in a clinical support group in the future.
• All 2 participants rated material pace as “good”, handouts as “helpful”, and videos as “helpful.”
Goals:
• Increase the number of returned surveys.
• Continue to gather data to best monitor participants’ thoughts/experiences with the new
curriculum.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
DRAFT

Residential Youthxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• It was discovered that surveys are not always data entered in the same quarter as the discharge
occurred, making it inaccurate to correlate the number of discharges with the number of surveys.
Timeliness of surveys being sent for data entry and the revised / written policy & procedure
should help correct that.
• 14 youth discharge surveys were assessed this quarter.
• 12 of the 14 youth reported they felt welcomed and safe (1 disagreed, 1 was neutral);
• 100% of the children reported that staff listened when the child needed to talk;
• The majority of children reported that the staff taught the child skills for the future (only 1
disagreed with this statement);
• Half agreed and half disagree that the doctor taught them about their problems;
• 100% of the children reported that their clinician helped them with their problems;
• The majority of the children reported they felt better, and 1 child disagreed;
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•
•

All except one child reported they are better able to handle problem situations;
The majority of children reported that the adults in their life learned how to help with problems.
Two children disagreed;
All except one reported they would recommend the program to others;
Children reported they would change the food, bedtimes, and movie/TV ratings;
Children reported the best part of the program includes: the staff, kids and clinicians;

•
•
•
Goals:
• Continue efforts to increase survey responses. Implement policy and procedure, and new surveys
effective April 1, 2018.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None

ARTS Parentsxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Highlights of Achievement:
• As with the youth discharge satisfaction surveys, it was discovered that surveys are not always
data entered in the same quarter as the discharge occurred, making it inaccurate to correlate the
number of discharges with the number of surveys. Timeliness of surveys being sent for data
entry and the revised / written policy & procedure should help correct that.
• There were 3 surveys submitted for review this quarter;
• All parents agreed or strongly agreed with the following: Unit staff helped my child feel welcome
and safe; Unit staff explained the program and answered my questions; I was given a parent
handbook; My child was treated in a respectful and professional manner; The skills taught to my
child will help us in the future; The skills taught to my child will help us in the future; The Doctor
offered valuable assistance; The clinician offered valuable assistance; The staff offered valuable
assistance; I was offered family therapy; I have a better understanding of my child's special
parenting needs.
• One parent liked “the support, Program was hard to understand at first but with the structured
environment it’s a great thing for children with issues, good help when I need it.”
Goals:
• To increase survey participation. Implement policy and procedure, and new surveys effective
April 1, 2018.
Goals on Hold / Delayed / Discontinued: None
DRAFT
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